Abstract
Introduction

70
Coordinating movements involves the process of mastering redundant degrees of 71 freedom, which allow the body to move in an infinite variety of ways (Bernstein 1967; Latash 72 2012). Kinematic redundancy enables humans to select preferred limb configurations over others 73 (Burdet et al. 2013 ). Compared to the many studies of kinematic redundancy involving the 74 shoulder and elbow or the whole arm-for example, see (Scholz et al. 2000 ; Solnik et al. 2013;  conclude that humans tend to control moderately-sized pointing movements (at least up to 22.5°, 110 the largest size tested here) involving the wrist and forearm by ignoring the forearm even though 111 this strategy does not robustly minimize work, potential energy, torque, or path length.
112
Methods
114
We 1) performed simulations of pointing movements to determine how subjects would combine 115 FE, RUD, and PS if they minimized common cost functions or ignored PS, 2) ran two 116 experiments of pointing movements to measure how subjects actually combined FE, RUD, and 117 PS, and 3) compared the simulated behavior to the experimentally observed behavior to identify 118 the most plausible control strategy. The methods are presented in this order.
119
Simulations
120
We simulated pointing from a center target (at neutral FE, RUD, and PS) to 16 peripheral targets 121 equally distributed on a circle surrounding the center target (Figure 1) . In general, the peripheral 122 targets were placed 15° from the center target (i.e. the target on the positive -axis could be 123 reached with 15° of wrist extension), and movements were simulated at a comfortable speed
124
(movement duration of 0.5 s). In addition, we simulated movements to farther targets (22.5°) and 125 movements at faster speeds (movement duration of 0.25 s) to test the effect of distance and speed 126 on the predicted movements.
128
Kinematics
129
We modeled the kinematics of the pointing task using the coordinates shown in Figure 1 . 130 The joint coordinate system of the wrist, , was centered in the wrist joint, with the - The hand points in the negative ′′-direction (i.e. in the negative -direction of the coordinate 139 frame fixed in the hand). Therefore, the direction of the hand, ⃑ ℎ , is given in the stationary The location at which subjects' pointed was taken as the tip of ⃑ ℎ and indicated by a cursor on a 143 screen in front of the subjects. This screen, defined by coordinates ( , ), was parallel to the 144 -plane, with the -axis pointing in the negative -direction and the -axis pointing in the Note that although the location to which subjects point, ( , ), depends on all three joint angles 153 ( , , and ), it is more sensitive to and than to . This is especially true at the center target 154 ( = = 0), which requires = = 0, but there is no constraint on at the center target
155
(changing while = = 0 simply rotates the cursor in place). That said, does affect ( , )
156
at all other locations. Furthermore, its effect on ( , ) increases with distance from the center 157 target and is therefore greatest at the peripheral targets.
159
Dynamics
160
To simulate the dynamics of these pointing movements, we used a joint-level impedance including muscle contraction (see Sensitivity Analysis below).
175
More specifically, we modeled the dynamics of wrist and forearm rotations as: [ , , ] is the torque in each DOF due to active muscle contraction; , , and represent 180 the inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively; and ⃑ is the torque due to gravity.
181
More specifically, study. More specifically, we averaged the parameters values for male and female subjects used in 190 that study (see Table 2 of (Peaden and Charles 2014) ) to obtain a single set of model parameters. hypotheses is described below.
204
Mechanical Work: The idea that the body attempts to conserve energy in movement is long 205 standing and has been shown to be accurate in some cases (Alexander 1997 The angle can be negative (meaning rotation about an oppositely directed vector), so we 271 defined the cost function as the absolute value of :
We found the wrist and forearm configuration that minimized using the same methods
274
described above for the postural torque and potential energy cost functions.
276
Simplifying Strategy: As explained above, pointing is more sensitive to FE and RUD than to PS. 
375
In front of the subject was a monitor with 16 peripheral targets equally distributed around on the screen was calculated from subjects' PS, FE, and RUD angles using equations 1-2 above.
379
The cursor landed in the center target when the wrist and forearm were in neutral position, 
397
To test the effect of movement distance and speed on any patterns, if they existed, the 398 first set of 10 subjects made movements of two distances and speeds, as in the simulations. More 399 specifically, subjects participated in four sessions. In each session, the distance from the center 400 target to peripheral targets was either 15° or 22.5°, and subjects were instructed to move either at The second set of 10 subjects only participated in two sessions. To explain, a preliminary 409 analysis of the data from the first set of 10 subjects revealed that speed did not have a significant 410 effect on the pattern of PS behavior. However, while most of these subjects showed a clear 411 pattern of variation in PS with target location, there was quite a bit of inter-subject variability in 412 the phase of the patterns, and a few subjects' data included large intra-subject variability or 413 outliers, making it difficult to discern a consistent pattern across all subjects. Therefore, we 414 recruited the second set of 10 subjects and asked them to make comfortably paced movements to 415 targets at 15° (session 1) or 22.5° (session 2). In other words, the second set of 10 subjects did 416 not make any fast movements. Both sessions required 10 visits to each of the 16 targets. any angle because can be any angle.
437
All of the hypothesized control strategies described above predicted similar behavior in angle ( ) (see Results), so we fit a sinusoidal fit to the data from each session of each subject.
443
More specifically, we removed the bias (mean value of ∆ ) and performed a least-squares ̅ , ̅ , and ̅ were the mean of , , and across subjects.
450
Statistical analysis 451
The resulting data describing the behavior in PS included three measures ( , , and ) 452 and three factors: distance (small and large), speed (slow and fast), and subject (1-20). There 453 were a total of 60 factor-level combinations: 2*2 for the first set of 10 subjects and 2*1 for the 454 second set of 10 subjects (only the first set of subjects performed fast movements-see above).
455
Any factor-level combination for which , , or was more than 2 standard deviations from the 456 mean was considered an outlier and excluded from further analysis. 5 On the remaining data set 457 we performed for each measure a three-way mixed-model ANOVA with factors distance, speed,
458
and subject, with subject as a random factor. subjects.
472
The setup, protocol, and data processing of Experiment 2 were identical to those of
473
Experiment 1 except for the following differences. 1) We added to the cursor two crosshairs (i.e. target to appear, subjects had to bring the cursor to the center target and (at the same time) align 480 the crosshairs, requiring all three DOF to be in neutral position at the start of each movement.
481
The tolerance was equal for all three DOF: to bring the cursor within the center target required
482
FE and RUD to be within 1.5° of their neutral positions, and the crosshairs were required to be All of the hypothesized control strategies predicted similar behavior in FE and similar opposed to FE or RUD) to discern which control strategies subjects may have used. As 520 mentioned above, we repeated the simulations for two movement distances and speeds, but all 521 hypotheses showed the same effect: increasing the distance to the peripheral targets increased the 522 amplitude of ∆ , and increasing movement speed had no effect on ∆ . that is most sensitive to these two DOF ( Figure 5A ). In harmony with the simulations described 28° (relative to a pure sinusoid), and an average correlation coefficient (R-value) of 0.76 ± 08
576
( Table 3) .
577
Comparison between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
578
Constraining PS at the center target increased the amplitude of ∆ (p=0.007) from 1.4061° to 579 2.1484° but had no statistically significant effect on frequency, phase, or the correlation coefficient (Table 4) . In other words, constraining PS at the center target only increased the 581 amplitude of the phenomenon (the pattern in ∆ ).
582
Comparison of Experimental and Simulated Data
583
As the effect of movement distance and speed was the same for all hypothesized control 584 strategies and similar to the effect on the observed behavior (increasing distance increases ∆ , observed pattern and these hypotheses should be ignored.
615
Of these three hypotheses, the Simplifying Strategy hypothesis is the most likely cause of parameters required to achieve a close match in amplitude as well (i.e. increasing by a factor 623 of 3.7) is one that is entirely plausible; using co-contraction to stabilize a proximal DOF (PS) between subjects (SD = 36°; range = 44°-188°; Figure 7A ). To test whether the simplifying 642 strategy hypothesis could predict this large variability between subjects, we determined the effect 643 of inter-subject variation in modeling parameters on the predicted phase by repeating the 644 simulation of the Simplifying Strategy Hypothesis using the individual inertia, damping, and 645 stiffness matrices of ten young, healthy subjects (five male and five female) who participated in a 646 prior study (Peaden and Charles 2014) . Although these subjects were not the same subjects who 647 participated in our study, the variation in their inertia, damping, and stiffness was assumed to be 648 similar to the variation in the subjects who participated in our study (for whom individual 649 parameters were unknown). We found that the variation in predicted phase produced by using that the increase in simplicity with this control strategy (ignoring PS) was worth the decrease in 690 accuracy.
691
Third, the conclusion that subjects focused on the most important DOF and ignored the 692 least important DOF goes far beyond (if not differs from) the conclusion of previous 693 investigations of this task, which stated that the observed pattern was due to a neural constraint. 
RUD.
732
Simplifying strategies
733
The hypothesis that humans employ simplifying strategies instead of optimization is not would have occurred if the effect on PS had been large enough to interfere with the task.
776
Whether the particular simplifying strategy we observed is applied to other kinematically 777 redundant tasks no doubt depends on the task, the DOF involved, the size of the task movements kinematically redundant (i.e. if the number of joint DOF exceeds the number of task goal constraints), this question does not have a unique solution (the Jacobian cannot be inverted). A common approach is to add constraints (such as a cost function that must be minimized) to ensure a unique solution (to make the Jacobian invertible). Instead, the PMP puts this approach on its head by formulating the task goal in terms of an attractor force field: the end-effector is attracted toward the goal (e.g. from A to B). The key is that applying a force to the end-effector creates torques at the joints that are well-defined, even for a kinematically redundant linkage (whereas the transformation of kinematics is well-defined from joint space to task space, the transformation of force/torque is well-defined from task space to joint space). Well-defined joint torques lead naturally to joint displacements, "analogous to the mechanism of coordinating the motion of a wooden marionette by means of strings attached to the terminal parts of the body: the distribution of the motion among the joints is the "passive" consequence of the virtual forces applied to the end-effectors and the "compliance" [admittance, i.e. the inverse of mechanical impedance] of different joints" (Mohan and Morasso 2011). Finally, joint displacements result in end-effector displacements toward the goal. Thus, the PMP suggests that instead of planning a movement by minimizing a cost function, subjects "imagine" (animate) the end-effector being pulled toward the goal and "observe" the resultant joint displacements, and then implement these joint displacements to execute the movement.
That said, our finding that some of the observed behavior was caused by mechanics may 784 hold true in other tasks as well. It is not uncommon to discover that behavior previously ascribed 785 solely to a neural constraint is caused, at least in part, by the mechanics of the "plant". For between these three DOF. Furthermore, our conclusion that the behavior in PS is due to 800 uncontrolled interaction torques is the same as the conclusion that the behavior in PS is due to 801 non-independence between the three DOF. Thus the behavior in PS is not a control strategy; PS
802
is uncontrolled. However, the choice to control the pointing direction using only FE and RUD
803
and not PS, as well as the choice to leave PS exposed to interaction torque without intervention,
804
can be considered part of the control strategy.
806
Limitations
807
We modeled the pointing movements using a relatively simple joint-level model because on a large number of model parameters, making it difficult to discern the robustness of results.
815
Because the model used here was simple, it provides-to the best of our knowledge-the 816 simplest explanation of the observed behavior.
817
We tested a relatively large and diverse set of hypotheses involving work, potential 818 energy, torque during movement, torque required to maintain a posture, path length, and 819 simplifying strategy. The simplifying strategy hypothesis matched the observed pattern in 820 frequency and phase and, if the stiffness was increased in a plausible manner, amplitude as well.
821
In contrast, the other hypotheses failed to robustly match the observed behavior in one or more 822 significant aspects. We therefore concluded that the observed behavior in PS was due to 
828
The observed displacement in PS was small (mean amplitude of 1.4° for small, slow 829 movements), and it is possible that the pattern was affected or even caused by soft-tissue artifact.
830
It is difficult to completely rule out this possibility without measuring the movement of the bones 831 directly. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the hypothesis that the neuromuscular system solves the 832 problem of redundancy in pointing with the forearm and wrist by focusing on the most task-833 relevant DOF, combined with the fact that it fits the observed pattern quite well, argues in favor 834 of our conclusion.
835
The conclusions of this paper should not be extrapolated beyond the conditions tested The relationship between joint stiffness and muscle stiffness depends on the Jacobian between 883 joint space and muscle space (Burdet et al. 2013 carpi ulnaris, extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis (combined), and extensor carpi ulnaris).
888
The relationship between muscle velocity and joint speed is given by the moment arms [̇̇]
The matrix of moment arms is the Jacobian that transforms the matrix of muscle stiffness, , parameters affected these two hypotheses in a similar manner. Changing stiffness had no effect 907 on the frequency of the predicted ∆ ; it remained at 2 cycles/rev, independent of stiffness. , respectively. Simplifying Strategy: Changing stiffness had no effect on the shape or 922 frequency of ∆ ; it remained sinusoidal with a frequency of 1 cycle/rev regardless of stiffness.
923
Increasing , , or both decreased the amplitude of ∆ . This effect was strongest for increases 924 in , which caused a decrease in amplitude from 13° (factor 0.5) to 0.4° (factor 14). hypothesis. Movements to a new target (given by , ) were planned using only FE and RUD
1130
( , ), but executed in a forearm and wrist system that included all PS as well as FE and RUD),
1131
resulting in joint displacements ( ′, ′, ′). The change in PS ( ) was calculated from ′. ulnar deviation, and pronation. The number in each box is the same subject identifier used in Table 1 and Table 3 . Target angles ( ) of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° correspond to targets in pure 1159 radial deviation, extension, ulnar deviation, and flexion, respectively.
1161
Figure 6: PS-angle ∆ vs. target angle for all subjects in experiment 1 (A: small-slow only)
1162
and experiment 2 (B), together with sinusoidal fits. Angle ∆ is positive in pronation. The 1163 number in each box is the same subject identifier used in Table 1 and Table 3 . Target 
